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Musical buildings
Voids to be filled when communication department moves
by Stephen J. Grant
The University News
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The way 'departments are moving around
on campus is "sort of like musical chairs:'
according to one BSU official.
Dr. Kenneth M. Hollenbaugh, Associate
Executive Vice President, said last week,
"When one moves up, so does everyone else"
Changes began when the theater arts and
music departments moved to the Morrison
Center last fall, according to Hollenbaugh ..
The communication department will move
into the remodeled Subal this spring.
Tho other departments also may be mov-
ing, he said.
Space in the Administration building
vacated by the communication department
may be occupied by the political science
department, according to Hollenbaugh. No
final decision has been made though, because
the university's administrative offices need
more space too.
If the political science department moves,
the BSU Mail Services will probablymove in-
- to the political science building located next
to Campus Elementary School, Hollenbaugh
said.
The BSU Mail Services is currently located
in a building thatthe university leases at 2021
University Drive..
Deciding what department goes where has
been done on an informal basis for the last
five years, according to Dr. David Taylor, Vice
President for Student Affairs, and it has USU Mall Services, eurrentlyoccupYIng a leasedbuildlngaeross lJrtiversltyDrivefto~Cam~ , .
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. and utilization by students, staff and facul- , deparim~nts}' he,sjtiq,,"\"; . ': -. ':'-C:',:,:";' .>-;ThYlol"sa:id:;'!We've got crowded quarters ir,i:
'ty are some of the criteria by which space is . "If we could have hadailthe things.in the: -Financlal Aid and Off-Campus Employ.
allocated. Hollenbaugh said. initial Morrison.Center plans, we would have .' rnent" Thylor also said that.administrative of-
However, "There really isn'tall that much been better ofr.'Boren said, adding that the. fices need more workshop space and meeting
room for discussion because facilities are ' new facility is significantly less than ~e Irooms.
designed for a specific activity or use" he need, but significantly more than we have" ' Hollenbaugh said that with the "hi-tech"
said. ' In addition to the Subal, other space open- . building, other moves may take place. "But
The process of moving the communication ed up with departmental moves to the Mor- frankly, we don't know who right now;' he
' department began ten years ago, according , rison ,Center. said.
to Dr,. Robert R. Boren, the department's All of the editorial and professional ac- Consolidating faculty and departmental
chairman. . tivities of the English department are now operations in one area is a primary objective
During the early planning stages of the located in the old music building; according in. all moves, Hollenbaugh said.
Morrison Center, the building was to house to Or. Charles Davis, the department's chair- Advisory committees on space allocation
the communication department in addition man. These include the Western Writers and capital improvements operate as needed.
to music and theater arts. Series, Ahsahta Press, cold-drill and the to help solve existing problems and anticipate
Not enough money was available, accor- Rocky Mountain Modern Language future problems. according to Hollenbaugh.
ding to Boren. "There was no way to build Association. '. "The majority of the time, moves that take
a building to meet the needs of all three "We all need more space than is available;' place are recognized well in advance:' he said.
B[oadcast company buys KBBK
BSU gymnasts winfi..st comp,etitloy of the
season. See page-tO
by Stephen King
The University News
After a drastic change in format and
'personnel in mid-July. KBBK's new buyer,
Marylake Broadcasting, is "coming in to
stay and in to win," according to the
station's program director, Tom Bvans,
Marylake Broadcasting. a division of,
Broadcast Properties Inc. will own nine
radio stations with the purchase of KBBK.
The company is expected. to be approved
for ownership, by the Federal Communica-
tion Commission at any time, according to
the station's general sales manager, Paul
Morin.
"I feel that they are very professional
- people. They know radio. They have many
other radio stations in other markets. They
have done very. well in those markets. They
know what to do and play the game. If,
anything, they can show the people in this ;
market how to play radio," Morin said.
KBBK went. through' major' changes .in
format and personnel in July when
license-holder, Burt. Oliphant, regained
control of the station. Oliphant said that'
Southwood Broadcasting, the buyer at the
·time,"d~faultedonJheircontract."
'.The'transistionfrom rock/jazztoa Top
Forty' ••format'. was ..extremely time con~
surning, .~cqrding, to Morin.
"We .were caught In .the dilemma of
.having a rlltliosta~ion wjtbvirtlJallynp
.'income.Jnother words, as .$oOo.as you
. changed your· (ol'Dlat,and~pleclidn't
like' what you were doing; theydldn!~
advertise with you anymore. So, you didn't
have a large amount of advertisers helping
you. This made it very difficult to pay the
enormous fees that a lot of D.J·s get paid,"
Morin said.
Morin stated that the station's second
problem was finding talented on-air
announcers that didn't require a large
salary.
"We paid our people, at the time, less
than normally would be required, but with
the promise that things would get better if
they came aboard. They agreed to do so;')
Morin said.
Morin said that since the most recent for-
matchange, KBBle's popularity has increas-
ed. "I'd say the six months that they
(Southwood Broadcasting) were in control,
I had between five to 10 letters from people
who came into the radio station and said,
'Ooodjob.' When we changed back to Top
Forty, I've had 55-plus letters come in,"
Morin said. -
Although neither Morin nor Evans
wouldrevealthe'new changes planned for
the station, which are projected for Dec.
10,both said that thestation's call numbers
wl)uldbechlU1ged toKIYS. ... ••.......
<:'TWewa'nt to·suiPrisesome peoplc>But;
. most people are.going to love what theyhear," MotiMBid.· '. ,. " .
"-.' '." ' ', "".
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Lisa MonaciPeace Corps volunteers are
people pretty much like you. Peo-
ple with commitment and skills who
have assessed their livesand.decided
they want to be of service to others
in a troubled world.
The problems our volunteers
deal with overseas aren't new. Such
as the cycleof poverty that.traps one
generation after another because
they're too busy holding on to get
ahead. The debilitating effects of
malnutrition, disease, and inade-
quate shelter. Education and skills
that are lacking, and the means to
get them too.
Your college training qualifies
you to handle more of these prob-
lems than you might think. Such as
teaching nutrition lind health prac-
tices; designing and building bridges
and irrigation systems; working on
reforestation and fisheries pro-
grams; introducing better agricul-
tural techniques; advising small
businessesand establishing coopera-
tives; or teaching math and science
at the secondary level.
The number of jobs to do is
nearly as great as the number of vol-
unteers who have served since 1961:
Nearly 90,000. More volunteers are
being chosen now for two-year
assignments beginning in the next
3-12 months in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.
Our representatives will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities
with you. .
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ON CAMPUS
Hours expanded
The Outdoor Rental Center (ORC) has ex-
panded its hours and services to the BSU
. community. Effective December 1,1984, the
center will be open on Saturdays from
3-7 p.m.
The Outdoor Rental Center (ORC) is also
purchasing a dozen pair of telemark ski
packages that will be arriving soori, accor-
ding jo Jim Kreider, student activities ad-
visor. The Outdoor Rental Center still car-
ries Trak and Asnes cross-country ski
packages as well as winter camping equip-
ment.
T·he Outdoor Rental Center (ORC) is
located in the northeast corner of the Recrea-
tion center of the Student Union Building.
For more information, call 385-1946 between
3 and 7 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
Gravity sports
Kayaking, hang-gliding and rock-climbing
are some of the sports that will be featured
in the Gravity Sports Film Festival, Thurs-
day, Dec. I3 in the SPEC.
Gravity sports are those in which the par-
ticipants either defy gravity such as rock-
climbing or hang-gliding, or use it to their
advantage, such as kayaking and skiing.
Eight films will be screened beginning at
7:30 p.m., featuring A Breath of Whitewater,
with nationally known Idaho kayakers Rob
Lesser and John Wasson kayaking on the
Snake and Payette Rivers.
"These films were judged to be the best in
the outdoor action field at a recent gravity
sports film festival in Salt Lake City, and
'when you see the films; you'll really get
caught up in the excitement:' said Rick In-
gham, manager of BSU's Outdoor Activities
Center.
Admission to the evening of films is $3.50
for the general public and $2.50 for BSU
students.
Library hours
extended for finals
In addition to the regular schedule of
hours, the library's first floor will be available
for study as follows:
Friday, December 7 5 p.m. to II p.m.
Sunday, December 9 9 p.m, to II p.m.
Friday, December 14 5 p.m. to II p.m.
Sunday, December 16.9 p.m, to II p.m.
No reference service will be provided.
Who's who at-BSU
Nine BSU students will be included in the
1985edition of Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges.
They are Diane Dodds, Margaret V.
. Dodge, Thomas L. Lofland, David Wade
Shada, Lori D. Taylor, Kevin 1. Cunha, John
E. Chandler, III, Dana Gover and Cindi
Morrow Asher.
There will be a reception Dec. Il in the
SUB Lookout Room at 4 p.m. in honor of
the selected students.
Outstanding students have been honored
in the annual directory since its first publica-
tion in 1934 for their academic achievement,
service to the community, leadership in extra-
curricular activities and potential for future
success,
Amoco grant
The Amoco Foundation has given the BSU
geology department a grant for $1,500 for its
geophysics program.... .
Department Chairman Claude Spinosa
said the money will be used either to purchase
a computer for:st~dent use or for updated
geophysics equipment ..
Moneydonafed for schoolhouse
by Greg White
The University News
Local contractors helped to pay for mov-'
ing the Opaline Schoolhouse to BSU's cam-
pus with nearly $10,000 in donations accor-
ding to Marv Gabert, faculty adviser to the
Construction Management Association and
chairman of the construction management
program: .
· According to Gabert, the idea to move the
historical schoolhouse to BSU was initially
President Keiser's. "President Keiser came up
with the idea of having a historical link bet-
ween the old educational system-that is the .
old, one-room schoolhouse-and our
modern, technological approach with com-
puters, satellites, videotape and so on:'
According to Dick Heart, dean of the
education department, the schoolhouse is 70
years old, having been built in 1914. The
schoolhouse's original site was Givens Hot
Springs, located about 20 miles southwest of
Boise on the Snake River. The schoolhouse
was used until the early 50s when it was clos-
ed. Itwas bought by the Opaline water board
for a warehouse. Last year the building was
donated to BSU.
The actual rerrovation involved both the
Cons.truction Management Association,
BSU's student chapter of the Associated
General Contractors, and the Idaho branch
of the AGC. "Between the two of us, we got
local contractors to donate materials. A mov-
ing company donated the major portion of
·the move:' Gabert said.
Overall control of the project was in the
hands of a management team made up of
four student chapter members, This team
worked with the Idaho AGC in gathering
Local contractor contributed nearly $10,000 for movin~ the Opaline schuolhouse to BSU
The school was moved on campus last spring. Photo by Zane Darner
donations from local contractors. It was these
students who were responsible for obtaining
those materials not donated. This team made
the initial estimate from which the universi-
ty provided a project account for funding the
remaining expenses, according to the student
chapter's annual report.
Student chapter members also surveyed the
site wliere the schoolhouse was to be moved,
and, over spring break, worked on pouring
concrete foundations. Student chapter
members spent-over ZOO·hours on the pro-
ject, according to the annual report.
Also, the National Guard gave a substan-
tial amount of help, Gabert said. The staff
of the university's Physical Plant ~ work-
ed towards the project's final completion.
The final cost of the move and renovation,
after donations of $9,367, was $8,468, about
half of the total, original cost.
·Legislatorwonts to abolish attendance laws
by Jeff Morris
The University News
Rep. Robert M. Forrey of Canyon County
announced in a press conference Friday that
he plans to introduce legislation in the up-
.coming session ofthe Idaho State Legislature
that will abolish compulsor.y attendence laws
for Idaho's school children.
Also speaking at the press conference was
Dr. Ross E. Butler, a consultant for the Na-
tional Council for Education Research in
Washington. D.C., and writer Samuel L.
Blumenfeld, of Boston, who wrote N.E.A.
Trojan Horse in American Ed~cation.
"I'm announcing today that I will in-
troduce legislation in the upcoming session
· that will allow parents clear-cut freedom of
choice in education matters. I am also call-
ing on every member of thelegislature to
support me in this effort, especially those
who campaigned and won elections based on
the Republican platform:' Forrey said.
The compulsory attendance law was pass-
ed in 1963by Republican governor Robert E.
Smylie and a Republican-controlled house
and senate. .
Forrey said that his legislation would give
. parents the right not to educate their children
if they desired to do so. He further said that
he doesn't. believe parents don't want to
educate their children.
"I would like to see compulsory attendance
laws lifted and taken awaY,' Forrey said.
Another purpose of the press conference
was to announce that the NatlonalBduca-
tion Assocation has refused to debate author
Samuel L. Blumenfeld on current education
issues.
"They're getting more money than ever
before and they are failing more children than
ever before;' Blumenfeld said of the NEA.
In a phone interview, Connie Hutchison,
President of the Idaho Education Associa-
tion, an NEA affiliate, said that standing
committees of the lEA were meeting and no
representative was able to attend a forum
with Blumenfeld. Hutchison 'said that he is
not even sure an lEA represenataive would
have debated Blumenfeld if the meetings
were not taking place. "That never came up
in the meeting," Hutchison said.
The Idaho Education Association always
will support compulsory attendance, and the
reason is we protect the students' right to an
education:' Hutchison said.
Dr. Butler said that Blumenfeld's book
puts the NEA on the defensive, and that the
NEA will have to come up with some answer
for what Blumenfeld has written. Butler said
- that Blumenfeld's book is well written, resear-
ched and documented, and shows the NEA's
historical ties with the socialist movement.
"It is obvious the NEA have had some ties
with the socialist left:' Butler said.
Radiationdanger moderate
b3' Steve Lyon
· The University News
Harvey Wasserman, the author of Killing
Our Own: The Disaster of America's Ex-
perience With Atomic Radiation, said there
has been substantial radiation exposure to
Americans by both industry and the United
States Government which has led to serious
health problems. -
His multi-media program included a short
film produced by Musicians United for Safe
Energy, a slide presentation and a-videotape,
"Two Victims From Three. Mile Island:'
Wasserman detailed his research findings
about the problems of nuclear testing and
production. • .
In 1980, while assigned to write an arti-
• cle for Rolling Stone Magazine .about the
psychological impact of the .Three Mile ac-
cident in Pennsylvania, Wasserman said he
discovered there was more. than psychological
damage. . .. .
"I believe pretty firmly that radiation had
escaped f~(>m••Three. Mile. Island .in more
signifi~nt quanities than we had been told,
j'-..,.,,-
\ .,......-.
"Rolling Stone wouldn't print it. They said
I didn't have it fully documented enough:' he
said .
The article was published in a number of
'other places Wasserman said.
Wasserman said he wanted to make a case
one way or. the. other about whether this
- radiation had done what it seems to have
done.
"Itoccured to me that maybe I. should
write a book about all the instances in the
United States where people have, in fact, been
exposed to radiation emissions" Wasserman
said.
_"What I thought would be a short project
turned outto _betwo years·of research with
. three other co-writers. We came up with this
book Killing Our.Own, which has 1,3OOroot-
notes:' Wasserman said. .
After this' research, ..Wasserman said he
came to the conclusion .•that .in. studying
what's happened in.theu'S. there are indica-
tions that at leastas many as •half a million
I ,
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";;". Senate to discussPavilionspace
by Steve Lyon
The University News
The proposed relocation of the military
science department to the Pavilion will be the
priority issue at the next senate committee
meeting to be held Dec. 6, according to
ASBSU President Steve Jackson
The issue was first raised in August, 1983
when department chairman MaJ. Earl N.
Steck made a request for, more space. Accor-
ding to Steck, he was aproached by Herb
Renner, director of Institutional Research,
who suggested the possibility of moving the
Rare program to the Pavilion.
minor Jackson said, adding that the remodel-
. ing probably would not be completed until
the fall of 1985.
"The university architect is working on a
proposal right now based on what we sub-
mitted as needs to make that area over there
workable for us. Basically, President Keiser
will have to approve the amount of money
or it won't happen:' Jackson said.
The money for changes to both buildings
. would come from existing university funds.
There would be no additional student fee,
meetings.
"The consensus I get from the students is
that if the military science building is upgrad-
ed to meet student needs, the clubs would
rather movel" Sugiyama said.
Jackson said he has received similar com-
plaints from clubs using the Pavilion.
For a handicapped person to get to the of-
fices an arrangement must be made with
Pavilion personnel to get a key for .the ,han-
dicapped elevator. This takes time, Jackson
said.
The students would be giving up about
1,000 square feet if the trade between the
military science builing and the Pavilion of- . Author
Continued from page 3'
Americans have been killed by man-made
radiation.
"We decided to look at the whole picture.
The first thing we looked at was medical X-
rays. The early use of Xsrays is filled with
horror stories:' Wasserman said.
.Many X-ray machines in doctor's offices
and dentist's offices have not been properly
regulated according to Wasserman. It has
been shown that one can get as much as 200
times more radiation from one machine in
one doctor's office as another, he said.
"This practice that dentist's have had of
giving you a full-mouth, sixteen-shot,
.Playboy foldout X:ray every year is very
dangerous:' Wasserman said. "There has
been no national certification program and
there really has to be one;' he added.
Wasserman cited several examples of radia-
tionexposure to workers in manufacturing
radium watch dials. "The whole.nightmare
has since been upgraded to the use of tritium
in watch dials:' he added.
The next major impact of atomic radia-
Military Science would like to move from their present location at 1605 University Drive.
File photo
"The request was for more space wherever
the university could provide it. I didn't go ask
for space in the Pavilion:' Steck said.
The primary users of Pavilion space have
been organizations affiliated with the multi-
cultural board,' according to Margarita
Sugiyama, Foreign Student Club Adviser. She
said several of the clubs have complained
about inaccessibility to the Pavilion.
''Accessibility for wheelchair students has
always been a problem at the Pavilion:' she
said, adding that students also have been
restricted from using the building for night
i
I
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fices, according to Jackson.
Before any move takes place, modifications
would need to be made on the existing
military science building, Jackson said. These
would include -handicap access ramps,
upgrading the electrical and plumbing
systems and removing certain walls to pro-
vide conference rooms.
Modifications would also need to be made
in the Pavilion to accomodate the military
science department, according to Jackson.
New doors would be installed to make the
area more secure. Other changes would be
~
8th 51. Marketplace
. ~ <? ~ n n 404 So. 8th St.
. o'CIt C hC 5CO Boise, Idaho 83702
Irish Imports
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345-2134
Jackson said.
When the committee meets on Dec. 6, they
will examine cost estimates provided by the
architect and the decision virtually may be
made.
There will be a last public hearing prior to
taking a vote. Jackson said the date for the
hearing will be decided at the Dec. 6 meeting.
Any club or organization that needs office
space or would like to negotiate for new of-
fice space should contact Jackson's office or
the Senate.
tion, according to Wasserman, was the
development and the production of the
nuclear bomb in 1941.
''Americans were given lethal doses of-
radiation by the atomic bomb before it had
ever been built or dropped in Japan:' he said.
"You can make a very strong case that the
mere construction of the atomic bomb by the .
U.S. Government has resulted in three genera-
'tions of Americans being affected by radia-
tion poisoning:' Wasserman said .
Wasserman quoted several testimonials ob-
tained from veterans who said they were ex:
posed to radiation during the testing and have
suffered health problems which they attribute
to the blasts.
"We have literally dozens and dozens of
these stories:' he said. "Many people in this
room and around the country may very well
owe their continued survival, or at least their
good health, to the fact that we have not been
exploding bombs in the atmosphere for 21
years:'
Wasserman also said that we need to find
alternative energy sources such as solar,
geothermal or hydroelectric to supply our
energy needs.
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FEATURES
Construction students need to learn many skills
by Greg White
The University News
BSU's Construction Management program
has won national prestige with its first place
ranking at the regional convention, according
to the program's adviser, Marv Gabert.
BSU's Construction Management program
ranks 14th in the nation forreceiving AGC
scholarships, Gabert said. Gabert is chairman
of the Construction Management program
and faculty adviser to BSU's student chapter
of the. AGC, talked with University News
reporter Greg White about the Construction
Management program.
What skills does Construction Manage-
ment teach?
A: Well, construction is a business, but, it
is a highly technical business and a pretty'
complex business, in that every variable you
could ever dream of is incorporated in a pro-
ject. That is, different materials, different en-
vironments, different logistics, different situa-
tions appear in each project. Not only that,
they change throughout the progress of a
project.
So, based on what the industry's needs
are-and it was the construction industry,
through the Associated General Contractors,
that was instrumental in getting this program
started here at Boise State-we put together
a curriculum which has not just the general
education classes, but has the technical
background. That is, it has the math, physics,
and engineering so that our graduates can
relate' with the engineers and the architects
in the industry and have some understanding
of what they are doing. Then, we added a
substantial amount of business, or about 33
credits from the school of business, so they
could get this work done through other'
people-that's what management is, getting
work done through other people. You have
to be able to manage people and money-of
course, from a business aspect.
Then, we tie the whole thing together
primarily in our junior and senior construe-
tion.classes which are specifically orientated
.- towards the construction industry:
estimating, scheduling, operations, im-
provements and so forth. In our construction
classes we look at both the technical and the
business side, we pull those things together
specifically for the construction industry.
Q: How important is the AGC Student
Chapter; or Construction Management
Association here as an aid to the academic
program?
A: Unfortunately, we do not make it a re-
quirement, it is a voluntary thing ..That's a
continuing problem-to try and get the
greatest percentage of participation as possi-
ble. But, from talking with other universities
and other chapters, I think we have as high
or a higher percentage of o~r majors par-
Fall all over yourself going to
1218 Broadway d Tues-Sat, 10-6
Boise. Idaho Dee's Du s 342-4879
'Used, not abused' clothing on consignment
.~. ~"~"""""'"
.. ~a8IDPIIII~ ::::TalllTalll
Recorded live in England. Includes their
~ ~Ie "Ta1lI: Talk" and much more.
AduH-
CartoonS : :
t '.'
. . :.: .>.: :::'. ..... :.: '.:.:.:.: ... ~._._-_.
Western Herstory Engagement Calendar
Entoy. week.by-week .. tne Inspiring andendurmg stones about
tne lives and acccmptishments 0' hIstOrical and contem~rary
~~~~~l~hs,:xe~~h~ ~~~~~~~~~n~~~~f:~r~~~~o ~~I~~.
quotes. solsnces. equinoxes. among otnee features Regularly
$8 95 now ,e.95.
Planned Parenthood olldeho
4301 Frenklln Roed
Bolee, Ideho 83705 or call 208/345·0839
Dec. 6 thruDec. 9
Australian Movies
The Getting of Wisdom
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 7:00
Sun. . 2:00 & 7:00
Picnic at Hanging Rock
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:50
Sun. 4:50 & 8:50
Dec. 10 thru Dec. 12
Academy A ward Winning
Robert Duvall
Tender Mercies
Mon. thru Wed. 7:00 & 9:00
Dec. 13 thru Dec. 15
Luis Bunuel's
That Obscur~Object of
. . . .DeSire·
Thurs., Fri.& Sat. 7:00
. Sun. 3:00 & 7:00
Carlos Saura's Flamenco dance version
.Carmen
Thurs".Fri.& Sat .
Sun•
8:45
4:45&8:45
.... ,.-., .. ,.
. .. .~~. ..-_.
, I
Marv Gabert, chairman of BSU's Construction Management program, advises the student
chapter of the Associated General Contractors. Photo by Zane E. Darner
ticipating than most of the others do. If there plied, but out of that six only three were sue-
was some way to make it a requirement I cessfuI. So, now there are 16 total in the na-
would. We don't know how to do that tion, of which we are one.
. without infringing on a person's right to say
no.
Q:What accomplishments of the CMA are
you especially proud of as faculty adviser to
the CMA?
Not only that, we did it in five years. Also,
we did it on a budget that was, to the best
of my knowledge, smaller than anyone else's
in the country. As a matter of fact, when the
accreditation team came and looked at our
budget, they said "you can't even take a good
field trip on that, let alone run a program:'
But, while they were here, we managed to -
show them that we did have a quality pro-
gram and we were meeting their standards.
Note: The BSU chapter of the CMA has
been involved in the renovation of the
Opaline Schoolhouse. A story on this facet
of the CMA~ activities appears on page three.
A: For being as young as they are, and as
small of a chapter, wl1re as proud as punch
of these guys. Something we haven't mention-
ed, just last year the academic program was
accredited by the American Council for Con-
stniction - Educ'ation. To add some
'significance to that accomplishment, prior to
last year there were only thirteen schools in
the nation accredited; six more schools ap-
{r.
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*Friday & Saturday -Open 11:30
1. Best Defense
2. Conon the Destroyer, ,..
3. AgaInst AUOdds
4. Police Academy
All seats 52.00
COMPUTERIZED JOB SEARCH
SENIOR
GRADUATE STUDENTS "
No mailer what your major. our advanced
computer technology can help you find a
promising career in the Federal Govern-
ment or in private industry.
Ask for our pamphlet at the Career
Planning & Placement Office. -~
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~MICHAELKEATON
JOE PISCOPO· MARILU HENNER
MAUREEN STAPLETON PETERBOYLE
GRiffiN DUNNE GLYNNIS O'CONNOR
DOM DELUISE RICHARDDIMITRI
DICK BUTKUS DANNY DEVITO
Organized crime has never been
this disorganized!
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX PRESflrS A MICHAEL HERtzBERG PRODUCTION
AN AMY HECKERLING FilM - MICHAEL KEAIDN - JOHNNY DANGEROUSLY
lJDEPlSGOPO 1SV!RII111 MARILU HENNER- MAUREEN STAPlETON - PETER BOYLE
GRIFFIN DUNNE - GLYNNIS O'CONNOR - DOM DELUISE-RICHARD D1Mlml AND DANNY DEVITO
:="lr'WEIRD AE' YANKOVIC M~J~JOHN MORRIS ~1l1U~ NORMAN GIMBEl·
=rv DAVID M. WALSH = BUD AUSTIN AND HARRY COLUMBY
WPJ~~ NORMAN STEINBERG -BERNIE KUKOFF - HARRY COLUMBY - JEFF HARRIS
~ MICHAEL HERTZBERG ~REcrrvAMY HECKERLING
..e..SlOgle ltlila~e on Ston; Bro!lell Retords. I)sUiIlJ1ed by l!S & ...... ~rllllll1lCulrJ!.I!lttlIlW.Dubtlol., .
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Everyone knew
what Jeffrey
should do
with his life.
Everyone was wrong:
A legend in his own neighborhood.
ABC Motion Pictures presents a MERCURYENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION
of a GARRYMARSHALL Film liTHE FLAMINGO KID" Star~ingMAn DILLON
RICHARDCRENNA HECTORELIZONDO JESSICAWALTER
Story by NF:ALMARSHALL Screenplay by NEAL MARSHALL
and GARRYMARSHALL Produced by MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Directed by GARRYMARSHALL
Original Soundtrack available an Varese Sarabande Records and CcssettesL~&. Rdca'cd by T.....ntieth (."tur; fa:d fdg.....avd Film Di,tributur; ,.,
MOTION· PG 13 .........."_c.-,, ...s_
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- STARTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER .21 AT SELECTED THEATRES.
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Assistant fired
by Llsa Monad
The University News
ASBSU Administrative Assistant Dianne
Alves was "relieved of herduties," as of Fri-
day, November 30, according to Jay Carstens,
Personnel Officer of ASBSU. Alves served as
Administrative Assistant to ASBSU President
Steve Jackson since he took office last spring.
Alves was given no reprimand or warning
of any kind, she said. "I was told by Steve
Jackson on Friday that 1 had done my job
poorly or not at ali:' Alves said. "Steve also
said that 1 could turn in my resignation in-
stead, but 1 did not feel 1 had a reason to
resign:' Alves said.
Alves added that she does not feel the
charges against her are true or substantial
reason for termination. Several senators and
administration members were aware of her
termination before she was notified by
Jackson, she said. "I did not appreciate so
many people knowing before 1 did:' Alves
said.
She said Jackson asked her to try to be out
by Dec. 1, "which is not much notice:'
DIanne Alves, former ASBSU Administrative
Assistant. Photo by Karl Enochs
°THEoUNIVERSITYoNEWSo Alves may take the issue of her sudden ter-mination to the senate, although she does not
seek reinstatement. "People have a lot of dif-
ferent ideas about each other's jobs. 1 heard
myself referred to as Steve's Personal secretary
and this was not true:' Alves said, adding that
job descriptions and employee policy for ad-
ministrative personnel are vague.
Jackson was unavailable for comment at
, the time of publication.
would like to remind BSU students that
Group reviews senate's dlJties
1. Dec. 12 is the last publication of the paper this semester,
Publication wlll resume, we' hope, Jan. 23.
,2. Applications are now being accepted for spring staff. The follow-
ing positions are available:
by Jeff Morris
The University News
students in ali her classes.
Ball said that the ad hoc committee has
certain goals in mind for the senate. "Some
of those goals are a better representation of
constituents and more effective communica-
tion of not only the three branches but also
the campus administration:'
Although the senate is trying to redefine
their roles, they have current duties to fulfili,
according to Ball. "Presently, they're the ones
who administer the budget. They determine'
who gets what:' he said. ASBSU funds 42
clubs and organizations out of the 83 they
recognize.
Ball said another duty of the senate is to
enact any piece of legislation that would be
beneficial to the student body.
"Right now, they're looking at a clarifica-
tion of' duties of the Broadcast Advisory
Board, which involves the radio stationlBall
said.
Arts and Sciences Senator Karl Vogt, said,
"The bylaws and regulations we make most-
ly affect student representatives on boards
and committees."
Ball said the senate is presently reviewing
the elections board. "The elections board is
.being reviewed because of the way it is pres-
ently working." He said the board should
consist of six people, but two are now on it;
and, "there had been problems of com-
munication between the twO:' he said .
If any decision by the senate to change the
elections board is made, the change must be
approved by the judiciary, according to Ball.
The ASBSU Senate has formed an ad hoc
committee to redefine their responsibilities
and roles, according to ASBSU Vice Presi-
dent Dave Bali.'
Ball also said' that the executive and
judicial branches .of ASBSU are also in the
process of redefining their roles.
Responsibilities, job duties and lines of
authority in each branch are being reviewed,
Ball said.
Bali, who presides over regular senate
meetings and has the right to cast the
deciding vote in the event of a tie, said the
senate has certain responsibilities to fulfili.
"Probably of paramount importance is be-
ing a link between ASBSU and the schools
they are representing, that informational
link:' Ball said. "That's something that hasn't:
been done in the past:' he added.
Some senators have tried to open lines of
communication with their constituents. Vo-
tech Senator Tony Poole and Arts and
Sciences Senator Diane Ralphs both printed
newsletters for the people they represent, but
Ralphs said she had problems with the
newsletter.
"I ran up against so many hurdles:' Ralphs
said about printing a newsletter. "The cost
is number one and people said 'nobody will
read it: " Ralphs said she gave a copy to the
dean of Arts and Sciences, Dr. William Kep-
pler, the chairpersons of ali departments in
the School of Arts and Sciences, and the
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Stallone in a second "Blood" called
"Rambo;" Hector Elizondo (as
Jeffrey's concerned father) was last
seen in the hilarious "Young
Doctors in Love," and Jessica
Walter (as the status-conscious
Mrs. Brody) is best remembered for
'asking Clint Eastwood to "Play
Misty For Me."
A NEW MATI DILLON
... ONTHEMOVE
OK, smart guy! What would you
do if you were Jeffrey Willis? It's
. your last summer before choosing
between college and jobless
oblivion. Now comes a summer
dream job at the ritzy EI Flamingo
Beach Club, a luxurious haunt of
the New York rich absolutely
dripping easy money and overrun
with beautiful girls. You rub more
than shoulders with a .gorgeous
blonde coed visiting from
California, you are taken under the
wing of the Club's resident "get-
rich-quick" artist and, suddenly,
college is coming in a very distant
second.' .
Matt and Janet, - a breath of fresh air.
So, in-September, what will it'be? newcomer Janet Jones. The tall,
For Matt Dillon as Jeffrey Willis in sunny blonde shines in her first
Twentieth Century Fox's "The major film role after' brief
Flamingo Kid," the decision won't appearances in "One From the
be easy. Everyone has an idea about Heart" and "Grease II."A veteran
what he Should do with his life - at age 22 of five seasons on TV's
and they're A.LLwrong, "Dance Fever' team, Jiiiict·J6iiS"
will follow her role in "The
Flamingo Kid" by starring in the
eagerly awaited film version of "A
Chorus Line." , ~
Also starring is a seasoned trio of .
top performers. Richard Crenna
(as slick sports car dealer Phil
Brody) recently made his mark in.
"Body· Heat" and "First Blood,"
andwill soon reteam with Sylvester
Shapely newcomer Ja,net Jones.
For director Garry Marshall, "The
Flamingo Kid" is a comedy right up ,
his ailey. Known for his knack with
youthful casts ofhit TV shows such
as "Happy Days" arid "Laverne &
Shirley," Marshall guides' "The
Flamingo Kid" on the heels or his
first hilarious feature, "Young
Doctors in Love."
For a dash of summer in the dead of
winter, here conies"ne FlltmJDIO
'.Kidr YOlir last days befere.college
,were never this hot and bothered;
Flair for comedy
As the bright but less than "Easy
Street", smart Jeffrey, Matt Dillon
takes on a role tailored to show the
talented young actor in a new light.
Sure, he's, stilla;legend in his own
neighborhoodv tbut in uTbe
FlamIDgoKld;'" Dillon isa
rumblefishoutofwater'with a flair
forcomCdy lUld a crush on shapely
.":;,.
CALENDAR
Thursday, December 6
w.JjJ~rs and Artists Series, Joan Aiden on
"Left Hand, Right Hand-Writing For
Children and Adults:' Morrison Center
Recital Hall, 8 p.rn.
Friday, December 7
Boise Philharmonic, Holiday Pops, Mor-
rison Center, 3 p.m.
Dance concert, A Dancing Force and The
Bunting Dance Ensemble, SPEC, 8:15 p.rn.
Saturday,' December 8
Boise Philharmonic, Holiday Pops, Morrison
Center, 3 p.rn,
Dance concert A Dancing Force and The
Bunting Dance Ensemble, SPEC, 8:15 p.m.
Monday, December 10
Flute Solo, Robert Billington, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m. '
Tot-Busting; Tater Tot eating contest, Union
Street Cafe, SUB, 11:30a.m. ,
Special Christmas Vigil,Ada County Citizens
for Peace, Platt Gardens, 5 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11
Bake Sale, Culinary Arts Dept., Hill House
rolls, call 385-1532 or 385-1957.
·-t
TOP TUBE
Thursday, December 6
12 noon Ten North Frederick, Gary
Cooper, Diane Varsi, Suzy.Parker. A man,
dominated by his selfish, ambitious wife,
....!inds his political aspirations ruin_e_~LbJ'._s5,'!.n-
dal and seeks refuge in alcohol and a younger
woman. KTRV-12.
9:00 p.m. Mystery! Partners in Crime,
"The House of Lurking Death." After
eating some chocolates, three members of
Lois Hargreaves' household become.violent-
ly ill. She turns to the Beresfords to solve the
mystery, which hasall the earmarks of at-
tempted murder. KAID-4.
Friday, December 7
9;00 p.m, Great Performances "Lena
Horne: The Lady and Her Music." Lena
Horne brings her Tony Award-winning one-
woman show to television, singing the songs
that made her famous and telling about her
life as a black performer. KAID-4.
11:30 p.m, Genghis Khan, Omar Sharif
Eli Wallach, FrancoiseDorleac. The adven:
tures of one of history's leaders 'are por-
trayed, beginning with his boyhood enslave-
ment by Merkit Mongols. KIVI-6.
Saturday, December, 8
6:00 p.rn. The Nutcracker Mikhail
Baryshnikov, Gelsey Kirkland, Alexander
Minz. Baryshnikov choreographed and pro-
duced this version of Tchaikovsky'sballet,
in which Clara is portrayed as anadolescnet
with a romantic interest in the Nutcracker ........
Prince. The "Dance of the Sugar Plum~ffi1~relllacetl QY l,I.§e~i~o~p~s de deux.
10:30 p.m. Most Precious Thing in Life.
A woman who married into high society goes
downhill. While working as a char-woman
at a boarding school years later, she watches
her snobbish son fall for one of the students,
KAID-4. .
Sunday, December 9
2:00 p.m. Tea for Two, Doris Day, Gor-
don MacRae, Gene Nelson. An heiress plans
to finance a show but discovers the manager
of her estate has lost most of her money.
KTRV-12.
. 2:00 p.m, A Christman Special With Lu-
ciano Pavarotti. This special' features
Christmas favorites recorded by Pavarotti,
Les Petits Chantiurs du Mont-Royal and Les
Desciples de Massenet. KAID-4.
Monday, December 10
.8:00 p.m. It's Always Fair Weather; Gene
Kelly, Cyd Chari sse, Dan Dailey. Three fun-
loving ex-Gl's meet for a reunion 10 years
after V-J Day, publicized by a girl with her
own television show. KTRV-12.
9:00 p.m. American Playhouse, Solomon
Northup's Odyssey." Based on Northup's
writings, this play follows the true story of
a free black man's kidnap into 12 years of
slavery. KTRV-12.
Tuesday, December 11
8:00 p.m, Top Hat, Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers, Edward Everett Horton. Two young
people meet and fall in love, but she thinks
he's her best friend's husband. 'KTRV-12.
9:00 ·p.m. Frontline, "Red Star Over
Khyber," one week before the fifth anniver-
sary of the USSR's, invasion of Afghanistan,
Frontline reports from there and from
'Pakistan. KAID-4.
Twogroups to dance modern and balletWednesday, December 12
8:00 p.m. It Happened at the World's
Fair, Elvis Presley, Joan O'Brien, Gary
Lockwood. Two broke bush pilots find
themselves in charge of a seven-year-old
Chinese girl' at the Seattle World's Fair.
KTRV-12.
Tho dancing groups under the direction of
Heidi Bunting-A Dancing Force and the
J Bunting Dance Ensemble-will perform
, original modern dance and ballet Dec. 7 at 8
and 8:15 p.rn, in the SPEC.
A Dancing Force, a group of nine BSU
students, will perform three original modern
dance numbers choreographed by Bunting.
The numbers include a dance to .guitarist Pat
Metheny's "Heartland:' a spoken dance
number on trivia and a dance parody to a
surprise Beatles song.
The Bunting Dance Ensemble, comprising
Bunting, Barbara Gile, Ronda Bowden and
seven students of Bunting, will perform three
_ modern dances and a ballet. Boise musician
Jim Kincaid performs his original percussion
number "Moon Footing" to a dance of the
same title. "Moon Footing, is a real gutsy
piece, very physical:' Bunting said.
In contrast, the dance number "Unfinished,
Strings" is performed in high heels and
gowns. The group will also perform "Machu:
Piechu" and the ballet, "Gone Chopin, Bachl
in a Minuet:' ,
, Tickets are $4.50 for general admission, $3
for senior citizens and non-BSU students and free
for BSU students. Tickets go on sale Dec.
5 and the box office is open from 3-6 p.m.
RADIO RAVE
BSU flute instruc-
tor Robert Billington
will perform a recital
of music for solo
flute, Dec. 10 at 8
p.m. in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall.
The music will range
from the high Ba-
-roque 'to 20th century
avant-garde, includ-
ing composers such
as Bach, Debussey,
Paul Hindemith and
Edgard Varese.
Billington is a
member of the Boise
Philharmonic, has
performed at the
National Flute As-
sociation Convention
in Seattle and' had
soloed on tour with
an orchestra in
Spain.
Admission is $4
for the general
public, $2 for
senior citizens
and non-BSU
students and
free for BSU
students .
10:30 p.rn, Jazz Comes Home to
Newport. Presentation of performances
from the Newport Jazz FestifaI. KAID-4.
o
o
Thursday, December 6
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Cat Stevens,
Teaser and the Firecat, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Friday, December 7
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Doug and the
Slugs, Music for the Hard of Thinking,
KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Solo recital
by flute-
instructor
Saturday, December 8
11:00 p.rn. Metalshop, KIDQ-FM, 104.
Sunday, December 9
lI:oo p.m, King Biscuit Flower Hour. John
Waite live, KIDQ-FM, 104. - ' -
10:00 a.m. Rick Dees' Weekly Top Forty,
new show, also on Saturdays at 6:00 a.m,
KBBK-FM, 92. '
Monday, December 10
. S~OOp.rn. Afterwork Special, Various Ar-
tists, Rainy Day, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
TUesday, December 11
5:00 p.m. Afterwcrk Special, Steely Dan,
Gaucho, KBSU-FM, 91.3. '
Wednesday, December 12
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, The Band,
Moondog Matinee, KBSU·FM, 91.3.
ON STAGE
-
ON STAGE
Pengilly's: Michael Wendling and the Aim-
ed String Band
Peter Schott's; Gene Harris
Red Lion Downtowner: Thin Line
Rusty Harpoon: P.F. Flyers
Sandpiper: Rene Leyva '
Tom Gralney's: Uncle Wiggly
Whiskey ,River: Refugee
Boise Philharmonic presents 'Holiday Pops'
The sound and spirit of Christmas will re=
sound throughout the Morrison Center Dec. 7
and 8, as the Boise Philharmonic and a choir
of 300 voices present the 10th Annual
Christmas concerts, this year in a new format
of favorites and festivity called "Holiday
Pops:'
The two concerts are offered at 8 p.m, Fri-
day and 3 p.m. on Saturday.
United Cable's sponsorship allows tickets,
which are available at all Select-A-Seat outlets,
to be priced at lower than normal: $9.50 and
$7.50 general admission; $7 and $5 for senior
citizens and children 12 and under. '
The Philharmonic and Maestro Daniel Stern
will be joined by the 120-voice Boise Master-
Be a 'spud buster'; eat 0' toterl
Englishwriter to speak '-LeftHand, .Right Hand'
How many pounds of Ore-Ida tater tots
can you eat in 3 minutes with one hand
behind your back? That' question will be
answered on Dec. 10 at 11:30 a.m. Cornp-.
etition will take place in the Union Street
Cafe of the SUB in the "Ore-Ida
Tater Tot Eating Contest." Resi-
dence halls, Greeks, clubs, organiza-
tions' and BSU students are en: ;
couraged to enter this unique com-
petition to be the top "Idaho Spud."
Competition is limited to the first 20
spudbusters to sign up at the Student
Activities Office in the SUB. Prizes
will be awarded to the top three spud-
busters, provided they haven't popped
yet. Groups are encouraged to enter
a contestant, then come out and
cheer their spud buster on to victory.
Registration is from Nov. 26-Dec.
6. There will bea $2 entry fee per -
contestant and donations will be ac-
cepted from the audience
with all proceeds going-to
Oxfam America, a world wide,
non-profit hunger relief agency
which has been assisting people all
over the world. Those interested in
forming a group to work towards
the goal ofeliminating world hun-
ger are asked to stay for an organ-
izational meeting afterwards.
This event is sponsored by
the BSU Student Activities Office,
Ore-Ida and the BSU Food Serv-
ice. For more information, call 385-1223.
ee
Joan Aiken, one of England's most prolific,
and imaginative writers, will speak Thursday,
Dec. 6 at 8 p.m, in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall on "Left Hand, Right Hand-
Writing for Children and Adults:'
Aiken, the.' third
speaker in the faii
1984 Writers and
Artists Series, won
the " Manchester
Guardian Award for
her quartet of child- .h
ren's books featuring
Dido Twite. Black
Hearts in'· Battersea
also won the Lewis
Carroll Shelf Award.
Her thriller novel
Nightjallwonan Ed-
8ar Allan Poe Award
,in 1972; ..·· .
Chorale prepared by Dr. Charles Fisher and
the chorus will be further augmented by the
choirs of Boise, Borah, and Capital High
Schools, for a combined total of more than
300 voices. The audience will be invited to
sing along during portions of the program.
Christmas classics, such as "The Nut-
cracker" and the "Hallelujah Chorus" from
Handel's Messiah will be featured, along with
the world's best-loved Christmas carols in
popular arrangements for chorus and or-
chestra by Leroy Anderson, Robert Shaw and
others. Tributes from three centuries of
Christmas musical tradition as penned by such
greats as Bach, Vaughan-Williams and
Bruckner will also be featured. :
Her adult novels include The Weeping
Ash, The Five-Minute Marriage, Foul Mat-
ter and The Girl from Paris. This March,
Doubleday win publish her latest
novel, a sequel to
Jane "Austen's Mans-
field-Park.
Aiken's father is
the poet Conrad
Aiken, and both her
sister Jane Aiken and.
her brother John
Aiken are published
authors. Her first
short story 'was ac-.
,.•cepted by the British
.Broadcasting Co.
when shewas 17.
. The lecture is free
tottie public. .
.. - -<>,."
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Big Countrv wields big guitars
I war in "Where the Rosie is Sown" ("If Idie in the combat zone/Box me up and ship
- me home"), Adamson describes the social
The U.K. big-guitar sound of Big - world of 1984 in simple terms.
Country that spawned 1983's anthem, Adamson also demonstrates his skill as a
"Fidds of Fire," is back again with Steel songwriter with the sad ballad, "Girl With
Town, which perfectly captures the tension Grey Eyes." Amidst eerie guitar sounds
and disillusionment of 1984. and clattering drums, Adamson sings:
The fabulous twin-billing guitar sound of "You can hold me near/Inside y,our
Stuart Adamson and Bruce Watson fear/ And I can feel/The blood that's
flourishes throughout Steel Town with running." This song proved to me that
almost the same exuberance as witnessed on ballads aren't syrupy and unpretentious as I
their debut album, The Crossing. was led to believe from top forty radio.
From "East of. Eden" to "Tall Ships This album, however, is not Without
Go" the assortment of guitar styles create flaws. For most of Steel Town the
their own little worlds from which the band distinctive guitar sound has not varied very
can cast their jaded eye. much from that. of The Crossing. Also,
Yet the album's sound is almost Adamson's and Butler's voices are so
paradoxical to, Adamson's lyrics. AI- submerged under the heavy mix that the
though, Big Country has never been overly listener would be lost without the lyric
optimistic, the message on Steel Town is sheet. ,
downright bleak. Steel Town, if nothing else, reconfirms
Whether commenting on the ruling elite the band's committment not to use
in "Flame of the West" ("It's just how it's synthesizers. The lovely guitar sounds and
always 'been/One man with a ruling the often-disturbing message make Steel
dream/And everyone falls for him/Hero- Town the soundtrack of woes for 1984.
ines in an ancient film") or the threat of
by Stephen King
The University News
Action flick misses impact
by Edith Decker
The University News
Asians are stereotyped as stupid, drinking
folks who are so squirrely they sleep with
guns under their pillows and would lie about
their hair color if they thought they'd get paid
for it. That was the unkindest piece of pro-
paganda of all.
The film hada few minor flaws that don't
show up unless they are blatently blundered.
The Vietnamese diplomats speak their own
language in the meetings and have an inter-
pretter. However, at dinner parties and the
like, they use six-syllable words that most
Americans don't know the meaning of. Brad-
-dock speaks to some witnesses in one meeting
. in Vietnamese but he later asks a bartender,
"Do you speak English?" When Braddock
liberates some South Vietnamese, they speak
South Vietnamese and we have subtitles.
Would somebody figure this out and give me
are-write by Monday?
Near the end there'sanother swift move.
Braddock puts ahand grenade in a jeep, set "
'to blow up when the jeep is hit from behind
by the soldiers who are chasing them. The
jeep comes barrelling through the-jungle and
nails the other jeep with the grenade which
promptly sounds off with a "poooosh" It was
reminiscent of the sound when one blows up
a paper bag and hits it but the air goes out
the end and it doesn't-blow up. Even the kid .
behind me said, "Boom!" When a fourth-
grader knows what sound a grenade should
make why don't the filmmakers?
Missing In.Action is a downright bad film. '
The plot is borrowed. The acting doesn't ex-
ist. It is violent to the point of absurdity; It
was apparently made with, blood-seeking,
~rmY-boot-loving,over-seventeen-looking
people in mind - the sorts who WlUlttoplay
GI Joe. It is as ludicrous ~40~year-oldcon-
. strucdonworkers playin&with lbnka trucks,
. MisSing is playing at the Overland Part
t~eatersand is ratedR.
The latest Chuck "Hie-Yah" Norris flick,
Missing In Action, should have been.
It is the tale, and a twice-told one at that;
of a Vietnam vet who escaped from a North
Vietnamese prison camp and has resolved to
rough 'n tough his way into a prison camp
to spring his comrades single-handed, Miss-
ing could have been called, Son of Uncom-
mon Valor, a film released earlier this year
'which used the same basic plot and did an
immensely betterjob,
Norris plays Colonel James Braddock, a
jungle-and-sweat version of James Bond.
Braddock is begged by the U.S. to saunter
along with a few wimpy diplomats to MIA-
return talks in Saigon. Braddock is as fit for
diplomacy as a stegosaurus is for a waterb-
ed with satin sheets. He is rude, brash and
couthless. In other words, he's an all-
American kind of guy.
It doesn't take long for Braddock to kill
a general and go on his merry way to a North
Vietnamese prison camp after visiting a few
seedy bars --'- plenty' of sweat soaking
through gaudy jungle print clothes - to. find
an old pal to pilot his raft through the
swamp.: Braddock knocks off guards as
though they were built in a factory. He never
misses when he shoots; everybody else does.
Norris is good at looking mountainous and
keeps the required stoic expression of the
Clint Eastwood types which forces us to
wonder, "Is it an I.Q. or is it Memorex?"
The film uses every possible excuse to show
violence iii a new and fascinating way: slow
.:motion shots of bullets catapulting out of a
machine gun, silhouettes' of a fellow deftly
Juggling a butterfly switchblade, lots Ofex~
- plosions and evenatiad aim with a bazooka.
How canyo\i.miss a guy. with a bazooka .
an~y?:. . . . ..•.. c .••• ,v. ".-
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Basketball team wins one game, loses one
by Chri~'~alton
The University News
The BSU Broncos split a pair of games
over the weekend, defeating Eastern
Washington, 54-49, Saturday, and losing to
Gonzaga; 55-54, Monday night.
Saturday's game climaxed when BSU
sophomore Jeff Kelly hit a slam dunk with
two minutes remaining, giving the Broncos
a 5045 lead.
Boise State jumped ahead early at 8-0,
but the Eagles, who didn't connect with a
shot in the first six minutes, battled back to'
14-12 with IO minutes remaining in the
half.
From that point on, the margin was close
with the halftime score Boise State's biggest
lead, 26-20.
Frank Jackson, BSU's floor leader, led
the. scoring with 16. Craig Spjute added 13
and Bruce Bolden 10.
Monday, Gonzaga forward, John Hubus,
connected with two free throws in
the final minute of play to bury the Broncos'
55-54. revenge for last year's 72-54.
drubbing by BSU.
Boise State had two opportunities to
come away with a victory in the final
seconds, but missed two jump shots from
outside. .
The Broncos again took. the early lead
and were ahead 30-23 at the half.
Hobus troubled the Broncos late in the
game when; as BSU led 47-39, he hit three
straight field goals, cutting the margin to
49-45.
Two minutes later, Boise State led 52-51
before Hobus' two charities dropped them
behind, 53-52. Jackson connected on a
baseline jump shot -for the Broncos' last
lead before Hobus again made two free
throws.
Mike Hazel and Kelvin Rawlins led the
Broncos with 12 points each.:
BSU hosts Doane ColIege Thursday
night and Chicago State Saturday in its first
regular-season homestand. Both games
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Pavilion.
Boise State's overall record (counting the
exhibition with Spirit Express) stands at 2-1
with no conference matchups yet.
Senior Frank Jackson and junior transfer Craig Spjute were BSU's top scorers against Eastern
Washington University. Photos courtesy BSU Athletic Department
Varsity gymnasts ·win meet against olurnnl
by Jeff Morris
The University News
BSU sophomore Karie Kunkler placed
first in the all-around competition Saturday
night in the Old Gym as the BSU varsity
gymnastics team defeated the alumni 167.75
to 165.65 in the first varsity-alumni meet ever
held at BSU.
Kunkler's 34.95 total, for her perform-
. ances in the floor, balance beam, bars and
vault events, was more than a full point over
alumnus Janelle Bogan's second place score
of.33.90. BSU senior Nicole Goodman and
alumnus Cecily Corder tied for third place
with scores of 33.65.
"It was a close meet but the alumni had
a pretty heavy handicap:' BSU gymnastic
coach Jackie Carringer said. "They were
given full difficulty" That means the alumni·
got as many points for the simplest
maneuvers as the varsity team got for the
most complex.
Carringer said that some of the alumni
athletes, like Bogan, didn't need the han-
dicap. Other alumni scored their points by
performing simple moves with a high degree
of execution, and let the given handicap work
in their favor.
"Varsity earned their points by throwing
hard tricks:' Carringer said ..
Jeanne Riley-Smith, who turned 35 on
Dec. 4, was the oldest alumnus at the meet.
Riley-Smith was on the first gymnastics' team'
fielded at Boise State, in 1970. She stayed
with-the team-for-four years. .
Dr_Hollingsworth
Chiropractic Physician
Featuring care for
athletic injuries
Vista Chiropractic Clinic
1805 Overland
345:0460
9 am 10 6 pm Mon·Fri
9 am 10 12 noon Sal
Sophomore gymnast Karle Kunkler. Photo
courtesy BSU Athletic dept.
Riley-Smith became a science teacher at
Emmett High School after leaving BSU. She
continues to teach science and also teaches
gymnastics in a program sponsored by Boise
City Recreation.
She had her fourth child five months
before competing Saturday. "It was a good
incentive to get back in shape;' Riley-Smith
said. .
Riley-Smith's all-around score was 29.25,
'and her best single performance was on the
balance beam, where she scored a 7.75.
"On th'e floor, I forgot my routine and I
had to improvise:' Riley-Smith said, "But,
overall, I think I did fine"
"I always enjoy the feeling of wrapping
around the bars and tumbling on the floor,
having control of my bodY,' Riley-Smith said,
adding that she might compete next year, if
a second varsity-alumni meet is held.
Carringer said, "This was too much fun
not to do again"
"The alumni had a beautiful time. It was
a great experience for my team to have a com-
petitive atmosphere. The crowd was
fabulous. This was probably the most en-
thusiastic and largest crowd we've ever had,"
Carringer said.
"The team performed really, really well for
this early in the season:' Carringer said. "We
, had some problems on the balance beam and
a few misses on the bar, but we had some
really good performances" "
"Karie Kunkler did a fabulous job in the'
all-around. Charee Hansen, a walk-on from
Capital High School, was beautiful. Nicole
Goodman did probably the best job on the i
balance beam of her life:' Carringer said.
Saturday, Dec. 8, BSU gymnasts compete
against the team from Brigham Y~ung
'. University. The meet will start at 1 p.m. in
the Old Gym.
"BYU is very strong, very consistent and
clean:' Carringer said. "They don't try com-
plicated routines, but [they] have good
execution"
, The top three finishers in Saturday's
varsity-alumni gymnastics meet are as
follows: '
-Floor: First place, Janelle Bogan (a) and
Karie Kunkler (v), ,8.95. Third place, Dawn
Schutz (v), 8.50.
-Balance Beam: First place, Cecily Corder
(a), 8.60. Second place, Janelle Bogan (a),
8.40. Third place, Kerry Ellis (v), 8.30.
-Bars: First place, Karie Kunkler (v), 8.80.
Second place, Glenda LaMott.(v), 8.60. Third
place, Nicole Goodman (v) and Cecily Cor-
der (a), 8.50
-Vault: First place, Karie Kunkler (v), 9.05.
Second place, Dawn Schutz (v), 8.90. Third
place, Nicole Goodman (v) and Kelly Head
(a), 8.8~.
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SPORTS
by Dana Stl;ong
The University News
For most schools, consecutive second
and third place finishes in Big Sky wrestling
wouldn't be that disappointing. However,
BSU wrestling coach Mike Young, who-
has 'become accustomed to winning, said
that the last two years have been somewhat
of a disappointment.
Young enters his 15th year as the
Broncos' head coach on the' heels of last
year's third place finish with a vow that his
wrestlers will be in heavy contention for a
conference championship.
"Last year was disappointing to me in
the fact that, by the end of the year, I had a.
team that should have won. At· the
conference meet I had the strongest team
there Many coaches thought so;' Young
said.
"We have about the same strength as last
year. We are a little stronger overall. By the
end of the year, we will be a. definite
conference challenger," Young said.
But, with the improvement of the Big
Sky, being a "little stronger overall': might
not be enough to. claim a cpnference
championship. Gone are the days when the
Broncos easily dominated the Big Sky with
seven consecutive championships beginning
in 1974. But Young said that he feels the
growing parity in the conference is due to
other teams getting better, not BSU getting
worse.
"Boise State, Weber State and Idaho
State will all three remain at the top. It is
their commitment that will keep the
balance," Young said.
"We have been able to acid a few more
10th & State
344·8448
scholarships. We have eight noW;' Young;
said.
According to Young, it is this
commitment to wrestling that has elevated
Boise State to its present position as a
perennial power in the Big Sky conference
and that has thrown the 1985 conference
championship up for grabs. "The Big Sky
is greatly improved e , The league is exciting.
Idaho State is much improved and Weber is
the same. Montana and Montana State also
have a good chance of an upset."
It is probably Idaho State, though, that
gives the Broncos the biggest reason to
worry. Not only are they the defending
conference champions but the Bengals are
also a junior-and senior-laden team with
particular strength in the upper weight
divisions, according to Young.
The Broncos, on the other hand, are a
much younger team with several freshman,
particularly in the upper weight divisions,
who will be counted on to develop quickly.
"We have got work to do with the
freshmen. It is conditioning more than
anything."
One of those freshmen, K.C. Lane, a
158-pound, two-time Idaho state champion
from Nampa, gave Young reason for
optimism as the Broncos hosted the Boise
State Invitational, Nov. 23 and 24. Lane
claimed the championship in the tourna-
ment that included such teams as Idaho
State and Weber State. Joe Wells, wrestling
in the heavyweight division, was the only
other Bronco to finish first.
Bill Bowman, the Broncos entry at 190
pounds, finished third but, according to
Young, he will probably be brought down
.Wrestling coach .looks for Big Skycrown
IDAH~rt~Q~~
Trophy House Expert EngraVing
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Students, stock up on your sporting goods at Idaho Sporting
Goods. Show your Student Activity Card and ~eceive 1.0per·
cent off any merchandise in the store, excluding sale Items.
5 Mile Plaza
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BSUto field junior varsity team
to wrestle at 177 pounds where no Broncos
have been wrestling.
Jeff Nazer, an Idaho state champion
.from Vallivue, will wrestle at 167 pounds
and freshman Tobin Nichols, a state
champion from Oklahoma, will wrestle in
the ISO-pound division. At 142 pounds,
Boise State is returning sophomore Randy
Schimmel, who. placed third in conference
last year, and who Young feels will be in
contention for first place this season.
Stan Armstrong, a sophomore and last
year's conference champion at 126 pounds,
has settled in at 134 pounds this year and
Young is anticipating another conference
title. .
Kelly Edvalson will be wrestling at 126
pounds in place of two-time conference
champion, Tracy Yeates. Yeates, a junior,
broke his ankle in an off-season accident
Boise State Universitywill be competing
for the first time in some years at the junior
varsity level during the 1984-85 basketball
season, according to' junior varsity coach
Rock Brown.
The Broncos have a light but competitive
schedule, which includes 11 games. Five of
those games will be played in the BSU
, Pavilion.
The junior varsity will open the season on
Thursday, Dec. 6 in the Pavilion against
Treasure Valley Community College. That
,game IS set to begin at 3 p.m, and will be
the preliminary to the BSU-Doane College
contest, which is set for 7:30 p.rn,
"The purpose for the team is to give the
Gravity
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forcing Edvalson to move from the 134 to
the 126 pound division. He had placed
second in conference at 134 pounds a year
ago.
At 118 pounds, Grady Smith, an
Oklahoma state champion and Brian
Blazer, from Boise, axe both vying for the
top spot. .
.top spot. Currently, Smith has the
advantage, according to Young.
"Our goal is to work technique as much
as we can-to work daily on conditioning.
Another thing we will try to concentrate on
this year is to put forth our strongest te~
against Idaho State and Weber State,"
Young said.
"We haven't won for two years. We are
hungry again. I really feelBSU will be a
power in wrestling for years to come,"
Young said. '
\ '
younger players a chance to plaY,'said Brown,
"It will give them a chance to move up and
gain experience:'
The Bronco JV will also challenge squads
from the University of Idaho, Idaho State
University and the College of Idaho.
The Bronco junior varsity will consist of
three local players: freshman,-Steve Thomas,
Borah; sophomore, David Thurber, Borah;
and 7-foot sophomore, Steve Tate, Borah.
Joining them will be )ohn Martin, a 6-8
sophomore from Redding, CA and Brian
Sperry, a 6-8 freshman from Wallace.
Sperry is a member of the Boise State foot-
ball team as a tight end.
Sports Film Fest.
Dec. 13 7:30 p.m.
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The University News has had a lot of comment this year concerning
the comic strip "The Frameup.' thelatest of which appears in the Let-
ters section of this issue. .
We'd like to say a few words about the strip and about free speech in
general.
A newspaper exists, or at least this one does, as a forum for the free
exchange of ideas and information. This exchange includes opinions.
The cartoon in question was such an exchange, presented not as fact or
news, but as humor. If a majority of the paper's readership feels that
humor is inappropriate at the expense of the ASBSU president, we'd
like to hear from you.
The. presentation of this material does not imply that this paper does
not support Pres. Jackson. A perusal of the editorial opinion of back
issues, which are available for inspection in the News offices on the se-
cond floor of the SUB, will show that the paper has supported
Jackson heavily in the past, more than once.
As time passes, however, and the student government of this univer-
sity shows less and less willingness-to serve the students and a greater
tendency towards the apparently meaningless exercise of power, we are
less inclined to believe that this administration is truly worthy of such
support.
Bill Powers, who neglected to sign his letter with his title of ASBSU
Chief Justice, accuses this paper of a "glaring breach of journalistic
responsibility" He, however, goes on to incorrectly state the amount of
money we received for operating expenses this semester. Is this "glaring
breach" of factual knowledge also to be blamed on the paper, even,
though it is not presented by the editorial staff as fact or news?
Maybe it is time for the students to more closely examine the per-
sonalities of those whom we have called upon to serve as campus
leaders, and do a little housecleaning.
IANOTHER GOOD IDEA FROM UNCLE RONNIE..~
MY FELLOW AMERICANS ... AH .. ·
IN THE TRADITION OF THE DRINKINGA(~E,
AND FORCED PRAYER IN SCHOOL, I AM
ANNOUNGINq TODAY A MANDATORY RAISE
IN THE AGtE.OF PUBERTY. ..·
\
WE ALSO OUTLAWED
TEENYBOPERS· ..
WE START BOMBIN61
IN ? MINUTES'
\
Pqli.cy for'
Letters
to the Editor
'number provided for our verification
procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctua-
tion, length and content. We reserve the right
to eliminate potentially libelous statements
and material not germane to the intent of the
letter.
All efforts will .be made to accurately
preserve the content of the letter.
LETTERS
A new low
could cite other examples which show the un-
newsworthiness of your paper. But what it
all comes down to is this: Please give the
students of Boise State University a real
newspaper! Tell us something of value. Give
us some well written, documented news. For
instance, you could 1ell us that the Universi-
ty News received some $25,000 in operation
expenses for this one semester alone. It is
about time the students who pay for the
paper were given something in return.
My guess is that you either will not print
this letter or if it is printed, it will be severely
. hacked by your editorial staff. But just so we
all know where we stand, I have decided to
make several copies of this letter. It's nothing
personal, but I do not want to be as rnis-
Quoted as some of the people you have in-
terviewed this semester,
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words.
The }etters must be signed .and a telephone.
Consider the Alternatives
Introduction to
Computer Data Processing ..Basic Language
• Concentrated evening Instruction two nights
a week. • Full Year 'program also available.
Editor of the News
Congratulations on your recent (November
28, 1984) edition of the University News!
Somehow, in a form that can only be describ-
ed as unbelievable, you have managed to
reach an even lower depth of journalistic in-
eptitude than that exemplified by previous
editions.
Your most glaring breach of journalistic
responsiblity was the cartoon entitled "The
Frame-Up;' appearing on page II. It seems
sensible to think that one purpose of a
newspaper (and in the case of the The
University News, I use the term "newspaper" .
Quite loosely!) is to provide information to
its readers. Is it, then, too much to ask that
our newpaper staff be informed also? In the
cartoon I have previously mentioned, your
readers were only offered a gross distortion
of rumorous, out-of-context, innuendo. Why
doesn't The University News staff try to find
out what is really happening in our student
government? You might be surprised, and
you just might learn something about jour-
nalism in the processl
Anyone with half a sense of Intelligence
Sincerely,
Bill Powers
Editor's note: The University News did
receive $25,000 from ASBSU. However,
only $9,000 was approved for operating
expenses, money used for putting out the
paper each week. ASBSU appropriated the
remaining $16,000 for replacement of anti-
quated typesetting equipment in the paper's
composition department.
RECORD~
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GNEUSnME
TO REPAYYOUR LOAN.
If you've gone to college on a National Direct Student Loan,
a Guaranteed Student Loan or a Federally Insured Student Loan
made after October 1, 1975, and your loan is not in default, here's
a way to get your loan repaid.
, Use the Army's Loan Repayment program. Each year you
serve on active duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or
$~,5~, whichever amount is greater. Ina three-year enlistment, you
eliminate your debt. .
Additionally, 'you could learn a valuable skill and take .
advantage of many other Army opportunities. Ifyou have the time,
,we have the money.
Check it out with your Army Recruiter.
Call 334-1710. in Boise.
ARlftBEALL YOUCANBE.
•
President, writer call for action
i'd like to take this opportunity to inform the students of several projects
that ASB has in the works. We would appreciate any comments from any con-
cerned students on these issues. The phone number is 385-1440 and the
secretary has schedules and office hours for each senator and officer of ASH.
First of all, parking. How do you feel about the hanging parking permit.
Let us know... "
We have requested several times now that the ticket amount be made com-
parible to Boise City rates. We hope this will be implemented in the spring of
'85.
Secondly, we are all very concerned that you, the students we represent, are
more accurately informed. We would appreciate hearing from you on several
items' in turn allowing us to act on them based on your input.
Did you know that the University News receives or has received
$25,000-$53,000 each year for the past three years from your mandatory fees?
What, if any, suggestions do you have for your student newspaper? What
types of stories do you need and/or want?
Did you know that SPB, your Student Programs Board went from $44,000
last 'year's budget, to over $65,000 this year with which to promote and pro-
vide a diversified range of entertainment and extra curricular activities for
you. They are 'in great need of volunteers to help with these programs and
perhaps more importantly they need your input!
What do you want from the Associated Students for you, a student of BSU.
What can we do for you?
We also have several services available to you a full-fee paying student: legal
services, notary public, information services and health insurance. Did you
know you can have your insurance fee refunded to you upon request? Almost
$100 per year off your fees. Please let us hear from youl :
Finally, there is a primary purpose for the Associated Student Body on this
campus as well as any other. that purpose is to represent your wishes and
concerns in appropriate and responsible manner. To achieve this most basic
premise of any government we must have your input on any and all issues.
In this report only a few items have been addressed.' In the coming weeks
we hope to' review many others and, with your help, identify and prioritize
these issues.
Thank you.
Steve Jackson
It's the season for giving. And there's no better gift; than music:
M-F 11-9
Sat 10:30-6,30
Sun 12-6
1222
Broadway
I see them every day. Every day as I sit near
the back of the room. I see them filing in,
their heads hanging low. Sheep. That's what
I think of them. They're reaily students, but'
they look- like sheep.
I first noticed them last year when I was
taking too many classes. Having 25 sessions
a week allowed me to see a pattern emerging
I would 'have missed otherwise.
The pattern I saw was centered around what
students and' their professors do with
themselves during class time. A large percen-
tage of students trudge into class, losing any
signs of life they might have had, knowing
the only person to speak for the next hour
will be the professor. Student involvement is
almost nil.
Not only is student involvement largely
gone, but the desire to learn is lacking, too.
Desire often seems to be stamped out for the
same reason-students don't want to learn
anything except lecture-covering test
material, because little else is portrayed as im-
portant by many professors.
When I ask other students what they feel
about their involvement in class, two main
ideas are communicated to me. First, the idea
of being just another number on a Iist-a
feeling of powerlessness in regards to
understanding or affecting "the system:' The
second idea is one of silent intimidation-
the idea that questions are not only discour-
aged by most professors, but scoffed at.
Discouraged, because they would interrupt
the sacred lecture schedule, and-scoffed at,
because such questions are silly and irrele-
vant since everyone else in the class knows
the answ~wany students say they do not
ask questions, simply because they don't want
to appear stupid to fellow students or pro-
fessors. Real or imagined, students experience
such intimidation.
Whether or not these student concerns are
new, they are rarely discussed at BSU, es-
pecially in print. But students aren't the on-
Iy ones involved in these problems. Professors
are, too.
From a technical or methods standpoint,
much of what passes as instruction at this
university, isn't. Passive learning, that which
requires merely the rawest form of student
attention, seems not only to be the rule, but
the rule which is seldom violated. Most pro-
fessors walk into the room, call the attention
of the class to the board, talk (and write on
the board) for 55-60 minutes, pause less than
three seconds for final questions, and leave.
The average wait time for most instructors
is under three seconds-time them sometime.
Lecture material passes from the instructor's
notebook to the student's notebook without
going through the mind of either.
I think it's the lack of any creativity that
suffocates most students. People skip college
classes with impunity, since they know all.
: I
they'll be missing is "another day's notes:'
which they can easily get from any conscious
person who attends. Many professors don't
realize it's their own monotony that fosters
such attrition.
Another sore spot is textbooks. Students
marvel at how most texts are used by pro-
fessors as little more than test trivia ques-
tions. Textbooks are not used in class, leav-
ing their chief function to be six $35
paperweights at home. Rare is the professor
who will not tell his class, "I'll be lecturing
on the 'important' things you'll need to know.
Use the book' as a resource later in your life"
This is a certain clue that the next time you'll
see that book is when you'll be trying to sell
it back to the bookstore.
I'm not trying to say that professors are
to blame for everything including the last war.
But as far as explanations go, I haven't got
too many.
One explanation for why things are the way
they seem to be is this: could students be ex-
pecting professors to fill roles they aren't
aware of, or are opposed to filling? Students
look' up to professors as knowledgable,
dependable types of role models. But most
professors are hired for their subject
knowledge, not their counseling or interper-
sonal skills. And when a student comes to
someone who is more adept at writing a jour-
nal or article or getting a grant than com-
municating as a respected elder, friction is
created. Professors appear uninterested in life
outside their course; students seem like
.they're always whining about some unimpor-
tant personal problem, study habit, or the
like.
What about an encouraging solution?
Such notions are far from simple, or easy.
Professors should demand attentive active
learning from students by providing creative,
varied,stimulating approaches to their sub-
jects. Naturally, money, time, and materials
try to restrict this approach, but instructors
realize they are paid for more than sheer fact
presentation, don't they?
On the other hand, students should dec
mand a higher quality education, one that
overshadows their current pernicious diet of
lecture, lecture, lecture. The best way to do
that is to speak up, both in and out of class.
Talk to your department chairman, or the
dean of your school. (Call 385-1011 if you
don't know who those people are.) Chairmen
and deans have both the understanding and
authority to help. Who you talk to isn't as
important as the fact that you do some talk- ,
ing. Don't be just another sheep! Student
speech, student outrage, and student action
can only mean improvement.
Brian Mason is a former writer for The
News. He is currently a 3.3 Biology/Sec. Ed.
senior longing for responsible student
activism.
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Going home for the, H.olidays?
Book now! Seatsare goingfastl
Supersaver rates available
, to all destinations.
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COMICS
THE FRAME-UP
/
Signed, . . /.
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MISS BRONCO
Roll over.
Dear ~iss Bronco,
We are a new band struggling to make it
in the competitive world of rock and roll
music, and though we've received limited
airplay on the Towers telephones, we haven't
been discovered yet.
We are diehard reactionaries, and want to
turn 'back the clock on rock; we want to
return to the glory days of Jimi Hendrix and
.Jim Morrison (Hee Haw Forever -Forever"
Loaded).
The problem we face, aside from lack of
name recognition, a terminally mentally ill
harmonica player, a lead singer who suffers:
from natural highs, and a self-effacing
guitarist who performs with a paper bag over
his head, is lack of a recording contract.
Please advise us on this matter.
Sincerely yours
The Rock Bottoms
Alvin, Simon, Theodore
Dear Bell, er, ah, Rock Bottoms,
Isee it's time for another Bronco Miracle.
I could tell you not to give up and to think
big and all that gunkola but I'd be lying
through my mulish Ii'l buck teeth. (Hee Haw,
as it were.) Ifyou have a less-than-enraptured
audience of unsuspecting' Towers phone
answerers, how do you think you'll do on the
"American Top 4O?" In fact, I'd say your
chances at Poltergeist Bar and Grill in Garden
City are demoralizingly low. Pitiful, I know,
but stop crying you're smearing the
newsprint. .
You seem to have a veritable gallimaufry
of inveigling compatriots. (I do enjoy a
gander through Webster on occassion.)In
common peon, you have a bunch of weird
pals. I like your guitarist already - probably
seedy low-life and no identity - my kind of
character. Actually" that is my character.
Don't worry about the "natural highs" of
your lead singer, they are. a normal state for
most rockers and he'll be right at home if you
ever make it big. It's the harmonica player
that worries me, If he plays anything like he
thinks, sporadically and solitarily, you should
find, him a nice impromptu jazz band
somewhere in another state.
My only suggestion, besides becoming
gargoyle polishers, is to practice a great deal
and keep ringing those phones. When they
don't hang up before the first bar anymore,
audition for the Poltergeist and say your
prayers.
Triviaplague
Dear Miss Bronco
What about all this trivia stuff?
Signed,
Plagued by Pursuit-ers
Dear Plagued,
There's nothing like a good ole.worthless
question to annoy the literati and discourage
the cabbage I.Q.s. What would we do if we
only bothered with the important stuff and
not the name of Paul Revere's horse or the
number of gargoyles on the Vatican? (That's'
it. I'm declaring this week to be National
Gargoyle Week.)
Trivia is a national pastime. It's not like '
we had crops to crop or iaws to make or sick
kids to shoot in the rear with penicillin or
anything, right. Gee whiz.
Short of putting some sort of tactile
poisoning on Trivial Pursuit boards, I haven't
an answer to the epidemic. I can only advise
you to clean up your own Ii'l section of the-
universe if you so desire.
Signed,
Your Wedges Or Your Life
Miss Bron\;o '.
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Step into an adventure filled with opportunities and chal-
lenges. As part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, you iive abroad with your new host fanuly.
Learn new skills. Go to new schools. Make new friends.
Young people from all segments of American society are
being selected. If youd like to be one of them, write for more
information on programs, costs and financial aid.
Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.e
BusinessOpportunities
JOBS ARE AVAILABLE for those with up-
to-date office skills. Prepare for work by tak-
ing courses in word processing, Automated
Accounting, Data Base Typing, Shorthand,
Business Machines, etc. Start anytime-Quit
anytime. Pay by the month. Shadow Moun-
tain Business Careers, Boise-342-6662.
"EARN EXTRA MONEY": Home mailing
program. Start Immediately. For details,
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
Ida Temple, 5132 S. San Gabriel PI. Box.
1-135,Pico Rivera, CA 90660.
CLASSIFIED
For Sale
Computer Games. Rent, buy, sell, and trade
by mail. Rent some for the holidays. Apple,
Atari, C-64, IBM. Software Shack,· Box
9090, Casper, Wyoming 82609. (307)
237-7638, eves.
LOW DOWN-Sell mobile home in 5-Mile
Franklin area. All electric. 14x70, 2 bed.,
2 bath. Better than renting. Utility shed.
Great Trailer Court. Eves-345-9944,
Days-344-4358.
Is it true that you can buy Jeeps for $44.00
through the U.S. government? Get the facts
today. Call 312-742-1142, ext. 9445-A.
Do you need someone to talk to? Are you
lonely or depressed? Please give us a call.
Reach-out hotline, 376-5000
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
World-wide opportunities for men and women!
Japan - Europe - Africa - Australia - the South
Pacific - South America - the Far East.
Excellent benefits. Higher salaries and wages! Free
transportation! Generous vacations!
"More than 300.000 Americans
- not including members of
the armed services - are
now living overseas. These
people are engaged in nearly
eve r y p o s sib l e ac t i v i -
ty ... construction. engineer-
ing, sail'S, transportation,
secretarial work, accoun-
ting, manufacturing, oil
refining, teaching. nursing,
government, etc.-etc. And
many are earning $2,000 to
$5,000 per month ... or more!
To. allow you the. op-
portunity to apply for
overseas employment, we
have researched and compil-
ed a new and exciting direc-
tory on overseas employ-
ment. Here is just a sample
of what our International
Employment Directory
covers.
(1). Our International
Employment Directory lists
dozens of cruise ship com-
panies, both on the east and
west coast. You will be told
what type of positions the
cruise ship companies hire,
such as deck hands.
restaurant help. cooks.
bartenders, just to na me a
few. You will also receive
several Employment Ap-
plication Forms that you
may send directly to the
companies you would like to
work for.
(2). Firms and organiza-
tions employing all types of
personnel in Australia,
Japan, Africa, The South
Pacific, The Far East. South
America ... nearly every part
of the free world!
(31. Companies and
Government a g e n c ie s
employing personnel in near-
ly every 'occupation. from
the unskilled la borer to the
college trained professional
man or woman.
14>. Firms and organiza-
tions engaged in foreign con-
struction projects, m anufac-
turing, mining, oil refining,
engineering. sales, services,
teaching, etc., etc.
is). How and where to ap-
nly for overseas Government
jobs.
161. Information about
sum mer jobs.
f7 I. You will receive our
Employment Opportunity
Digest ... jam-packed with in-
formation about current job
opportunities. Special sec-
tions .features news of
overseas' construction pro-
. jeers. executive positions
and teaching opportunities.
90Day Money
. Back Guarantee
Our International Employ-
ment Directory is sent to you
with this guarantee. If for
any reason you do not obtain
overseas employment or you
are nol satisfied with the job
offers ... simply return our
Directory within 90 days and
we'll refund your money pro-
rnptly ... no questions asked.
plt'ut'pnnt
ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me a copy or your InternaUonal Employment
Dlreetol')'. I understand that I may use this inform ation for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an Immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00cash .... check .... or money order ..... for your
Dlreetol')'.
APTN
CITY STATE
International Employment Directory 1984
ZIP
. ', •...
1984 Honda V65-3,500. miles in perfect
condition, road pegs, sissy bar, small luggage
rack,shop manual. Black-broken in with
great care. Asking $1200 below list
price-$3150. Need money to continue
education. Excellent references, Jake,
336-5344.
Storage for those items you can't live without
but have no place to keep them. Try our low
cost spaces at Lockaway Storage, 5246
Chinden Blvd, Boise. Call 322-4487.
Don't forget L&L Shirt Shop for Idaho
Designs, Custom Lettering and Custom
Screen Printing. Bring in our ad and receive
a 10 percent discountl!
Computerized SAT PRACTICE TESTS.,
Immediate Scoring, Personal Study Plan. By
appointment, weekends-Sat. preferred, by
June Porr 376-9184 before 7:30 a.m,
First Keg of STROH's FREE- Full Moon
Saloon in Espress-Oh! Full moon party Dec.
8th, 6 p.m. to close. Come on down and join
the party, 715 W.Idaho.
Pearls, like fun, then let's go diving. It's fun
and it's cheap. Makes nice gifts for
Christmas. Call evenings and weekends, ex-
cept Mondays.
FOR SALE: Parking permit for the Ad
building lot. Park without hassles spring
semester. $45. 362-1561, Lori.
Notices
NAME
ADDRESS
To Valerie from Eagle. Urgently need my
typewriter] New number. 377-3450, Marie S.
Help Wanted
TYPING-EDITING: Journalism grad will
type papers and make sure grammar and
spelling's okay too, 7511:per page or' willing
to barter. 342-3269
Marketing Company seeks individuals to
work one, or two days per week assisting
students in applying for credit cards. Earn
$30 to $60 per day. Call 1-800-932-0528.
.The world is waitivg:
Be an exchange student.
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INTERNATIONAL YOUTH EXCHANGE CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO.IYE-84·842-3 COL.
THE 'ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard getting your degree, hard enough that
you'd like to continue the challenge. That's what Army Nursing
offers, The challenge of professional practice, new study oppor-
tunities, continuing education and travel are all part of Army
Nursing. And you11have the respect and dignity accorded anofficer
in the United States Army. '
If you're working on your BSN or if you already have a
BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or Puerto
Rico, talk to our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.
CalL 524-4568 in Salt Lake .City.
. -
ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOU CAN BE.
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PHOTOS
~LShirtShop
~-
Shirts.Jackets
Hats. Uniforms
5616 Fairview
376-8881
10% OFF with
this coupon
More people have survive
cancer than now live'in the
City of Los Angeles _.
We are winning
4846 EMfRALD STREET
BOISE. IDAHO 83705 Christmas
Bouquet
SpeCials I
Please support the
~.CANCERSOCIE1Y 342 - 5546
- - -_... .~ ....... ..-, -~,
Weddings Begin'At
Hours: Mon ..Thurs 10..5, Fri..Sat. 10..9
343 ..3172 •
Lower level BthStreet Market lace
He's been chased, thrown through a window. and arrested .
. Eddie Murphy isa Detroit cop on vacation in Beverly Hills,
....,~
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.Opens Wednesday, Dec. 5';' at a Theater Near You
